In [R. Craigen, C. Koukouvinos, A theory of ternary complementary pairs, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 96 (2001) 358-375], we proposed a systematic approach to the theory of ternary complementary pairs (TCPs) and showed how all pairs known then could be constructed using a single elementary product, the natural equivalence relations, and a handful of pairs which we called primitive. We also introduced more new primitive pairs than could be inferred previously, concluding with some conjectures reflecting the patterns that were beginning to arise in light of the new approach.
Introduction
For engineering applications it is most desirable for ternary complementary pairs (TCPs) to have as few zeros as possible [7] . Golay pairs [8] have no zeros at all-but they are, unfortunately, very rare. Sequences with a small fixed number of zeros also appear to be quite rare, and so it becomes necessary to construct TCPs with a proportionally small "defect" (number of 0's). Short sequences of this sort may be found by computer searches. Longer ones may be obtained by recursive constructions, which have the drawback of rapidly increasing the defect of constructed sequences.
Our interest in complementary pairs is more closely connected with orthogonal designs, in which setting small defect pairs play an prominent role, but it is also of great theoretical value to obtain sequences which give designs with a variety of new parameters (including those with large defect). It is thus desirable to determine the entire spectrum of possibilities for TCPs. But even large-defect pairs are difficult to obtain by strictly computational means for long sequences.
Thus, the traditional approach to obtaining these sequences suffers serious limitations in both major areas of application.
This paper may be regarded as the continuation of [5] , in which we laid out a new analytical agenda for completely characterizing TCPs by their fundamental structural elements and procedures for composing pairs from these elements. Our terminology and notation shall be as introduced in [5] . The reader is advised to digest the former work before tackling the current one.
In a recent paper [2] , Borwein and Ferguson completely described all Golay sequences of length 100, a feat accomplished using ideas parallel to (though independent from) some introduced for TCPs in [5] , including a notion of "primitivity" not unlike our own, a compact representation in terms of "quads," which have some connection to the method of "affixes" we shall discuss.
All TCPs (including Golay pairs, of course) can be constructed recursively from primitive pairs [5] . Since primitive pairs are relatively sparse, and quite a bit smaller than pairs they are used to construct, this represents a considerable reduction in the computational burden of finding them. That primitive pairs have a proportionally large number of zeros is not problematic, because (with reference to engineering applications) all complementary pairs, including Golay pairs and those with small defect, are built up from them in well-defined ways and (with reference to orthogonal designs) these pairs contain all the information needed to construct the full spectrum of parameters for orthogonal designs obtainable from complementary pair constructions.
In the interim, we have extended our search for primitive pairs and investigated a number of conjectures about TCPs (and formed a few new ones) made in [5] . After length 14, the most general search space for TCPs becomes too large to do an exhaustive search purely by brute force, so we have developed what we shall call "affixes," which provide a strategy for attacking this problem.
Using affixes to find TCPs
How does one find all combinatorial objects of some form (such as primitive TCPs) in an increasingly large search space? In particular, we are interested here in finding all primitive TCPs of length up to 21. One begins by separating the objects of study into equivalence classes; if one object in a class is known, all others are easily constructible from it. Theorem 10 of [5] does this, using operations we have called interchanging, shifting/reducing, reversing, negating, alternating, and expanding/contracting.
Next one designs a search strategy that will avoid examining too many members of any class (preferably only one), but will examine at least one object in every candidate class while avoiding cases that can be ruled out. How does one eliminate some objects from consideration without examining them in the first place-and without eliminating too many?
It is difficult to decide, by its position in the search space alone, whether a TCP will be primitive. It is (currently) computationally much easier to first obtain the object and then determine its primitivity. So it appears that an optimal strategy must consider at least all classes of TCPs, before narrowing these down to the primitive cases.
We must take into account the general structure of the objects being sought to avoid parts of the search space that cannot bear fruit. One way to do this is to consider "partial objects"-which satisfy some, but not necessarily all, of the necessary conditions. If these partial objects can be sought efficiently, they represent an easily attainable halfway point in the search for the main objects. The task then reduces to finding possible completions of these partial objects.
Searching for TCPs, one need only examine reduced pairs. Considering just interchanging, reversing and negation, we may assume that a reduced TCP is of the form (1 · · · 1);(1 · · · −). Immediately 75% of the search space is eliminated. Fixing the values of the first and last entries of each of the sequences like this (subject to the condition that the autocorrelation coefficient involving only these terms is zero), we have a very rudimentary partial object. A little reflection leads to the following generalization.
Let u, v, x, y be specific ternary sequences of length k. Let us call the pair of sequences
of length 2k + 1 an affix of length k if each of the (total) autocorrelation coefficients not involving the symbol " * " are zero. Then, if a, b are sequences of length m, then all autocorrelation coefficients of (u, a, v);(x, b, y) corresponding to shifts k + m will be 0. Thus, the four "terminal sequences" given by the prefixes and suffixes of any TCP of length 2k make up an affix of length k-these are the "partial objects" referred to above. Observe that, in the same sense, every affix also has shorter affixes as partial objects-which leads to a recursive process for obtaining them.
We can use equivalence classes to avoid redundancy in the search for affixes. First, we confine our attention to reduced pairs; the effects of shifting and reducing may be ignored with no loss. Expanding and contracting are also problematic for our recursive procedure because these operations change the length of affixes, so we shall avoid them as well.
Finally, we take into account that alternating a pair (u, a, v);(x, b, y) of length 2k + m will affect the affix (u * v);(x * y) differently, depending on whether m is even or odd. It is therefore necessary to admit two kinds of equivalence; we handle this by referring to even and odd affixes, according to whether equivalence is taken in the first or second of the following senses: We considered the affix (1 * 1);(1 * −) above; up to equivalence (either version), it is the only affix of length 1. All affixes of length 2 may be reduced to one of: Observe that pairs 4 and 5 above are equivalent even affixes, but not equivalent odd affixes. All other pairs are inequivalent in both senses. Thus, up to equivalence, there are five even affixesnumbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6-and six odd affixes-of length 2.
Consider the amount of work we potentially save by recording affixes. Altogether there are 2 4 3 4 = 1296 ways to select four terminal subsequences of length 2 for reduced ternary pairs. So the pairs above represent a reduction of the search space for even-length TCPs by 99.6%, and by 99.5% for odd length; the saving improves geometrically with the length of affixes used.
Directly constructing all the affixes up to equivalence is, in itself, a significant computational task, already too daunting to be done by hand after length 3. By proceeding recursively from shorter affixes to longer ones, further savings can be obtained.
There are 58 odd, and also 58 even, affixes of length 3; these are given in Table 1 . The equality between these numbers appears to be an anomaly. The number of inequivalent affixes increases (roughly) geometrically by length. Table 2 records the number of inequivalent affixes we have found for each length up to 8.
The most efficient way to proceed from here to exhaustively find TCPs of length n is by recursively obtaining all affixes of length n/2 . If n is even, we obtain candidate sequences by simply removing the asterisks. If n is odd, all equivalence classes are obtained by replacing the asterisks with 0, 1 or −1 in all 9 possible ways.
Many sequences obtained will not be TCPs, for the conditions satisfied by a TCP of length 2k or 2k + 1 are strictly stronger than those satisfied by an affix of length k. Even so, this process reduces the search space enormously; it is our method for obtaining all TCPs by direct search.
See [4] for a more complete description of our use of affixes, only sketched briefly here. Table 3 lists all known primitive pairs, organized by weight. As claimed in [5] (and further demonstrated in [3] ), all known TCPs can be obtained from primitive pairs by equivalence relations and the standard product of TCPs. All primitive pairs in this paper of length greater than 14 are new; as a result, the current paper, like its predecessor, may be regarded as effectively more than doubling the pool of available pairs-over 75% of these pairs are new! Observe that there is a unique TCP(n, w), up to equivalence, for each w = 1, 2, 4, 5; the unique pair of weight 4 is not primitive. The following result shows that there is only one primitive pair of weight 8 (though there are infinitely many classes of nonprimitive pairs).
Some computational results

Theorem 1. Every TCP(n, 8) is equivalent either to (1100000−1);(10001010−), or to
Proof. Let P ;Q = (1 * 1);(1 * −) be a TCP(n, 8) . Assume that the pair cannot be contracted. It is well known (see, e.g., Lemma 5 in [5] ) that, if p, q are the sums of the elements of the two sequences in a TCP(n, w), then p 2 + q 2 = w. Thus, P and Q must both have sum ±2. Obviously P has sum 2 and, without loss of generality, so does Q (else, negate and reverse).
So we need consider only two possibilities for the form of the Hall polynomials of P and Q: (1-10-00011101);(1010--010--1-) (14, 17)
(1-00110---00-1);(1-0-00--00-01-) (14, 17)
(1-1-010-011011);(100100---1000-) (14, 17)
( First let us eliminate (2), in which case pp * (x) = 2 + x n−1 + x 1−n . The largest degree term of* (x) is −x n−1 . The next two largest degree terms are ±x f and ±x n−e−1 , where e = min{a, b, c, d} and f = max{a, b, c, d}, respectively. Since these must cancel, it is necessary that the terms in q of degrees e and f are the same sign, and that e + f = n − 1. Thus, one of the following:
holds, with 0 < a < b < c < n − a − 1. This eliminates the second form, (2). Now in (1), we have
Thus,
We can assume that c < d; reversing, if necessary, we can also take a < b. Equating terms on both sides and eliminating unfeasible pairings, we see that
Arguing as above in each of these cases, we obtain a contradiction from n − a 2a, a, 2a, 3a) or (a, b, a, b, a + b) , the latter form generalizing the former; thus, p(x) = 1 + x a −x b +x a+b , which is contracts to a pair of the same form, except with (a, b) = 1. Thus the two sequences are equivalent to one of the form (10 h 10 k −0 h 1);(10 h 10 k −), with (h + 1, k + 1) = 1.
Finally, taking n − a − 1 = b, we obtain either another instance of (a, b, c, d, n − 1) = (a, b, a, b, a + b) and the only remaining possibility, (a, b, c, d, n − 1) = (a, 7a, 4a, 6a, 8a) , gives a TCP that contracts to the pair (1100000−1);(10001010−). 2
The status of old conjectures, and some new thoughts
In [5] we offered several conjectures as to the behavior of TCPs, primitive and otherwise. Does our current work support them? Have any fallen? What new insights come from this work?
Is every positive integer w, not having a factor ≡ 3 mod 4, the weight of some TCP? ([5, Conjecture 1]: yes)
The first weight for which this conjecture was left unresolved in [5] was 29. Gibson's program used an affix-based search to find our TCP(23, 29) on January 17, 2001 (see [4] for details), and showed it to be unique; this result was confirmed a few weeks later by Georgiou/Koukouvinos' exhaustive search program.
Our searches have also revealed that there is no TCP(24, 29), and that there is a unique TCP(25, 29) (see Table 3 ).
This conjecture is now demonstrated for all weights with no factor greater than 29. The unresolved weights less than 100 are w = 37, 41, 53, 61, 65, 73, 89, 97. Any possibility of TCP(n, 37) or TCP(n, 41) for n 23 has been eliminated by computer search.
Current results also support (or, more precisely, fail to falsify) Conjecture 2 of [5] , which says that if TCP(n, w) exists and p | w, then TCP(m, p) also exists, for some m. It is unlikely that this conjecture will soon fail; this would require not only a failure of Conjecture 1, for some weight w > 29, but also the existence of an irreducible TCP of weight strictly divisible by w. But, aside from eliminating weights with a factor congruent to 3 modulo 4, the only current technique for showing nonexistence of a weight (for all lengths of TCP!) is direct analysis along the lines of Theorem 1, which is probably infeasible for weights larger than 10.
It seems unlikely that a TCP of some new weight will be constructed prior to establishing the existence of pairs with weights equal to all of its prime factors; so without a radically new kind of construction method, Conjecture 2 is likely to remain beyond investigation.
If it could be demonstrated that every prime number congruent to 3 modulo 4 is the weight of a TCP, then both Conjectures 1 and 2 would follow immediately.
Can the minimum length for a given odd (or prime) weight be predicted in a simple way?
In [5] we observed that the known minimum length for odd weights at that time fit a leastsquares regression line n ≈ 0.732w − 0.136 with coefficient of correlation 0.997 and, for prime weights, the match to the parabola n = (w 2 + 18w + 29)/48 was exact.
The line predicted a minimum length of at least 21 for weight 29; in fact the minimum length was 23-a moderate success for this approach to prediction, though it is not clear how one ought to properly evaluate such a statement (educated guesswork?).
In Table 4 we update the information of Table 2 of [5] to summarize what is currently known about minimum length for weights w 100. All new information in this table is derived from our computer searches (lower bounds) and by-hand constructions (upper bounds).
The current regression line for known minimum length n and odd weight w is thus n = The regression line for odd weights predicts minimum length ≈ 28.25 for weight 37 and the line for prime weights predicts n = 29 (exactly), both comfortably within the unknown region. On the other hand, the predicted minimum length for weight 65 is 50, which is too large. Obviously 65 is too far from known weights for the prediction to be reliable. Note, however, that the predictions for weights 41, 53, 61, 73, 85, 89 are all well within the corresponding unknown regions. 
Can there be infinitely many inequivalent primitive TCPs of a given weight? ([5, Conjecture 3]: no)
Theorem 1 supports this conjecture by showing that the primitive TCP( * , 8) is unique. We cannot hope, more generally, for finitely many TCPs of a given weight; it is easy to construct infinitely many inequivalent TCP( * , 25)'s; they are not, however, primitive.
There is an obvious pattern in Table 3 for pairs whose weights are small enough relative to their lengths: primitive pairs of weight w begin to appear at some minimum length; as the length increases the frequency of occurrences of the weight increases, to a certain point, and then dwindles again. For the smallest weights we even observe primitive pairs (apparently) disappearing altogether beyond a certain length: weight 10 disappears beyond length 14, and weight 13 beyond length 19. Weights 16 and 17 have become very sparse by length 21. Weights 20 and 25 may be following the same pattern, or we may simply have not investigated far enough yet to know.
We now offer a heuristic argument for this conjecture: If there were infinitely many primitive TCPs of weight w, they would include TCP(n, w)'s with n arbitrarily large. On the other hand, having a total of only w nonzero entries, such a TCP will also be arbitrarily sparse. It follows that there is an arbitrarily long string of zeros in each of the sequences of the TCP. In order for the autocorrelation coefficients to be zero, it is necessary that there be some repetition in the distance between nonzero elements in the two sequences, which will tend to make them either cluster or separate into intervals of regular width.
Observe how striking this tendency is in some of the primitive pairs in Table 3 with 2n w. In particular, the sole TCP(21, 16) displays clustering (into four groups of two) in one sequence and regular spacing of nonzero elements in the other (all nonzero elements appear in odd positions).
Clustering and regular spacing in TCPs drives structure toward products of pairs, or expanded pairs, and so away from primitivity. Thus, for given w, the larger n is the more difficult it will be for a TCP(n, w) to be primitive. This supports the plausibility of Conjecture 3.
Can one sequence of a TCP( * , w), w > 4, be skew? ([5, Conjecture 4]: no)
To this problem we contribute the following observations. First, such a pair cannot be a product of pairs of weight greater than 2, as may be inferred from the following result. Further, if a pair obtained as a product involving a W (n, 2) has a skew sequence, it is easily inferred that the other one is symmetric. Theorem 16 of [5] shows that, in this case, w 4.
The method of Theorem 2 also shows that no imprimitive pair can have a symmetric sequence. Second, a TCP(n, w) with one sequence skew implies a TCP(n, w + 1) if n is odd, and TCP(2n − 1, w + 1) otherwise. For odd n, the new pair is obtained by putting a 1 in the central position of the skew sequence. If n is even, expanding the TCP(n, w) by 2 gives TCP(2n − 1, w) with one skew sequence, and so also TCP(2n − 1, w + 1). This observation alone does not appear to constrain the possible values of w a great deal.
Third, A;B = TCP(n, w), A = −A * , implies that w = b 2 , where b is the sum of the elements of B (see Lemma 5 of [5] )-a significant constraint on w.
Can inequivalent primitive pairs have identical zero patterns?
When we wrote [5] , there were no examples of two such pairs. However, this may be an artifact of working with small sequences, for we now have not just two, but four, inequivalent primitive pairs with the same pattern of zeros-the last four TCP(20, 25)'s given in Table 3 . (The two pairs just before these also have the same zero patterns.)
It is worth noting, however, that all four of these sequences (and the two preceding pairs) can be obtained by a product different than the one we have used to define primitivity. We will not discuss this product here-it is discussed in [3] -but we will simply say that it is a strict generalization of the product defined in [5] . And, like the classical product, it is easy to see how to use this product to construct (potentially) inequivalent multiple pairs with the same support.
This opens up the possibility that a stronger version of primitivity, based on the new product, may be "the natural" notion to use for TCPs. Relative to this stronger version, it is not clear whether inequivalent pairs can have the same zero pattern; so far there are no counterexamples.
Some special sequences
There are a number of noteworthy pairs in Table 3 ; we cannot comment on all interesting properties, but let us consider a few.
First, there are two TCP(19, 13)'s, remarkable not only for their occurrence after a gap in the lengths in which weight 13 can be attained, but also for being almost contractible (compare this observation to our heuristic argument in Section 4.3). The first pair has all entries but two in odd positions, and so would become contractible upon replacing these entries with 0. Moreover, when these entries are removed, the resulting pair has only one nonzero autocorrelation coefficient, corresponding to x 4 , and it is −1.
Let us define a near-TCP of length n, weight w and error e, NTCP(n, w, e) to be a pair of ternary sequences of length n, with w nonzero entries, where e is the sum of the squares of its autocorrelation coefficients. Strictly speaking, then, every pair of ternary sequences is a NTCP, for some e, though we would be interested mainly in pairs with e w. A TCP has e = 0, and the pair we constructed above has e = 1-as small as possible. Further, as we pointed out, this NTCP(19, 11, 1) is contractible-to (1100−011−1);(100100−00−), a NTCP (10, 11, 1) .
What about the other TCP(19, 13)? It gives a NTCP(10, 13, 1) in the same fashion, namely (10−00111−1);(100100−00−). Observe that the second sequences of the two NTCP(10, * , 1)'s we have just constructed are the same, and it is further contractible, although the other two sequences are not.
Occasionally we see a very sparse sequence, as in the TCP(13, 10)-in which one of the sequences has only 3 nonzero elements. One of the sequences of one of the primitive TCP(17, 16)'s has only 4-and is symmetric, besides. In others, unusually long strings of zeros occur. The TCP (9, 8) and TCP(14, 10) bear an uncanny resemblence, considering the first 6 entries from either end of the sequences. The TCP (11, 10) can be transformed into the TCP(12, 10) by inserting a zero into each sequence and changing the position of one nonzero entry.
Other mysteries arise: Are the large gaps in the lengths of primitive TCP( * , 16)'s and TCP( * , 17)'s anomalous, or do they reveal something? Why do the number of primitive pairs of each weight, and each length, grow the way they do? For weights 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 13, 17, the respective numbers of inequivalent primitive pairs appear to be 1, 2, 0, 1, 1, 8, 7, 11, 9. Obviously, this number grows after that, but apparently not exceedingly fast. In lengths 1, 2, . . . , 21, the number of inequivalent primitive pairs is 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 4, 2, 2, 4, 9, 12, 11, 13, 10, 20, 10, 17, respectively. Examined either way, these numbers show a gentle, not quite monotone, upward trend. This is perhaps surprising in light of experience with the growth of combinatorial structures: generally speaking such objects display one of two patterns. Some combinatorial objects, such as circulant Hadamard matrices or Golay sequences, arise in small orders but (new, independent, instances) are hard to find, if they exist at all, in larger orders [1, 6, 9] . But other objects, such as orthogonal latin squares, are highly constrained in small orders but proliferate rapidly as the order increases.
We do not yet observe primitive TCPs following either pattern. This could be because we have not gone far enough for a pattern to emerge, or it could be because neither pattern describes their growth. If the latter is the case, it would indicate that the defining structure of TCPs reflects some critically balanced combination of combinatorial restriction and freedom, and that TCPs are a rather special kind of combinatorial object in this regard.
